IMPACT JUSTICE SELECTED TO SUPPORT COMMISSION
The D.C. Police Reform Commission is pleased to announce that Impact Justice has been
selected to provide support to the Commission. A national innovation and research center with
an office in Washington, D.C., Impact Justice works to foster more humane, responsive, and
restorative systems of justice in America. With a track record of developing new solutions to
longstanding problems of injustice, targeting interventions and recommendations to reflect best
practices and other standards, enlisting government officials in transformative change, and
uniting diverse stakeholders in common purpose to realize shared goals, Impact Justice is an
ideal working partner for the Commission.
Impact Justice has assembled a diverse team of highly experienced professionals to support the
Commission. They include career law enforcement professionals known for progressive reform,
people with experience overseeing police in the context of federal litigation, and individuals
highly skilled in parsing law enforcement data and conducting related research. Equally
important, the team features individuals with firsthand experience developing community-based
alternatives to police enforcement to stem the overcriminalization of Black Americans in
particular and save lives. The organization as a whole and select team members also bring
experience supporting previous high-profile commissions and task forces. The team is
spearheaded by Impact Justice President Alex Busansky.
Impact Justice was selected through a competitive process. In early September, a solicitation was
developed and noticed to provide the Commission with staffing and expert support. A review
panel was assembled to score every proposal and ultimately identified Impact Justice as the top
candidate.
The Impact Justice team will introduce themselves to the community at the D.C. Police Reform
Commission meeting on October 19, 2020 at 6:30 p.m. via Zoom. Details of the meeting will be
posted on the Commission’s website soon.
For more information about Impact Justice, visit their website here.
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